2. What do you want to accomplish on this position?

Hint: It is not easy to find a meaningful purpose in this job, to uncover some goals one can
achieve. There are little options to get promoted. On the top of that, MA does not make major
decisions, nor take measures to improve the results of the hospital or medical practice.
However, employers look for assistants who desire to not only have a job, but actually to
accomplish something.

What can a medical assistant accomplish in her job? Well, she is definitely able to change
many small things. And small things make a big difference at the end. The fluttering of a
butterfly's wings can effect climate changes on the other side of the planet.
You should talk about the accomplishments from a point of view of the company, not
about your personal accomplishments, such as getting ready for better job, or other career
in healthcare. You should find good inspiration in the sample answers below.

Sample Answers:
-

From my point of view, medical assistant has a huge impact on patients. She is the
first person they meet; she can tune them well, help them to get rid of stress, to feel
better. In my job, I want to help to build a good name and reputation of your practice,
every single day, with pleasant, friendly, humble and honest behavior to all the
patients. If I can accomplish this as a medical assistant, I would be very proud on
myself.

-

I do not seek major accomplishments in my professional career. I am not that kind of a
person. However, if I see that my behavior makes patients happy and satisfied, and
that my work helps you to do your job better, it will make me happy in job and I will
enjoy doing it every day. That’s the main thing I wish to accomplish on this position,
on a continual basis.

